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Abstract
This paper presents an index-based checkpointing algorithm for distributed systems with the
aim of reducing the total number of checkpoints while ensuring that each checkpoint belongs
to at least one consistent global checkpoint (or recovery line). The algorithm is based on an
equivalence relation dened between pairs of successive checkpoints of a process which allows,
in some cases, to advance the recovery line of the computation without forcing checkpoints in
other processes.
The algorithm is well suited for autonomous and heterogeneous environments where each
process does not know any private information about other processes and private information
of the same type of distinct processes is not related (e.g., clock granularity, local checkpointing
strategy, etc.). We also present a simulation study which compares the checkpointing-recovery
overhead of this algorithm to the ones of previous solutions.
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1 Introduction
Checkpointing is one of the techniques for providing fault-tolerance in distributed systems 5]. A
global checkpoint consists of a set of local checkpoints, one for each process, from which a distributed
computation can be restarted after a failure. A local checkpoint is a state of a process saved onto
stable storage. Informally, a global checkpoint is consistent if no local checkpoint in that set happens
before 8] another one 3, 9].
Three classes of algorithms have been proposed in the literature to determine consistent global
checkpoints: uncoordinated, coordinated and communication-induced 5]. In the rst class, processes
take local checkpoints independently of each other and upon the occurrence of a failure, a procedure
of rollback-recovery tries to build a consistent global checkpoint. Note that, a recent consistent
global checkpoint might not exist producing a domino eect 13] which, in the worst case, rolls back
the computation to its initial state.
In the second class, an initiator process forces other processes, during a failure-free computation,
to take a local checkpoint by using control messages. The coordination can be either blocking 3]
or non-blocking 7]. However, in both cases, the last local checkpoint of each process belongs to a
consistent global checkpoint.
In the third class, the coordination is done in a lazy fashion by piggybacking control information
on application messages. Each process takes some local checkpoints, namely basic checkpoints, at
its own pace, then the lazy coordination induces some additional local checkpoints, namely forced
checkpoints, in order to determine consistent global checkpoints. Communication-induced checkpointing algorithms can be classi ed in two distinct categories: model-based and index-based 5].
Algorithms in the rst category, for example 1, 16], have the target to mimic a piece-wise deterministic behavior for each process 6, 15] as well as providing the domino-free property. Index-based
algorithms associate each local checkpoint with a sequence number and try to enforce consistency
among local checkpoints with the same sequence number 2, 4, 10]. Index-based algorithms ensure
domino-free rollback with, generally, less overhead, in terms of number of checkpoints and control
information, than model-based ones.
In this paper we present an index-based checkpointing algorithm that reduces the checkpointing
overhead, in terms of number of forced checkpoints, compared to previous index-based algorithms.
Our algorithm is well suited for autonomous and heterogeneous environments where each process
does not have any private information of other processes and private information of the same type
in distinct processes is not related (e.g., clock granularity, local checkpointing strategy, etc.).
To design our algorithm, we extract the rules, used by index-based algorithms, to update the
sequence number (i.e., timestamp management rules). This points out that forced checkpoints
are due to the process of fast increasing of the sequence numbers. So, in order to slow down
this phenomenon, we de ne an equivalence relation between successive checkpoints of a process.
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This relation allows a recovery line to advance without increasing its sequence number. From
an operational point of view, the equivalence between checkpoints can be detected by a process
exploiting causal dependencies between checkpoints.
The algorithm proposed in this paper embeds such a mechanism to detect equivalences between
checkpoints by using a vector of integers piggybacked on application messages. In the worst case,
our algorithm takes the same number of checkpoints as the algorithm in 10]. The advantages
of our algorithm are quanti ed by a simulation study showing that the checkpointing overhead
can be reduced up to 30% compared to the best previous solution. The price we pay is that
each application message piggybacks more control information (one vector of integers) compared to
previous proposals. We also investigate the impact of the reduction of the checkpointing overhead
on the rollback extent during a recovery, and we show that the amount of undone computation is
very close to the one of the algorithm in 10].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model. Section 3 presents the
relation of equivalence between checkpoints. Then, we introduce the data structures and processes
actions required by an index-based algorithm to track on-the-y the equivalence relation. Section
4 describes the proposed index-based algorithm and its correctness proof. Section 5 presents the
simulation study.

2 Model of the Distributed Computation

We consider a distributed computation consisting of n processes fP1 P2 : : : Pn g which interact
by message passing. Each pair of processes is connected by a two-way reliable channel whose
transmission delay is unpredictable but nite.
Processes are autonomous in the sense that: they do not share memory, do not share a common
clock value1 and do not have access to private information of other processes such as clock drift,
clock granularity, clock precision and speed. Moreover, processes are heterogeneous in the sense
that private information of the same type of distinct processes is not correlated. We assume, nally,
processes follow a fail-stop behavior 14].
A process produces a sequence of events and the h-th event in process Pi is denoted as ei h 
each event moves the process from one state to another. We assume events are produced by the
execution of internal, send or receive statements.
The send and receive events of a message m are denoted respectively with send(m) and
receive(m). A distributed execution E^ can be modeled as a partial order of events E^ = (E !)
where E is the set of all events and ! is the happened-before relation 8] de ned as follows:
The index-based algorithm presented in 4] assumes, for example, a standard clock synchronization algorithm,
which provides a common clock value to each process.
1
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Denition 2.1 An event ei h precedes an event ej k , denoted ei h ! ej k , i:

 i = j and k = h + 1 or
 ei h = send(m) and ej k = receive(m) or
 9el z : (ei h ! el z ) ^ (el z ! ej k)
A checkpoint C dumps the current process state onto stable storage. A checkpoint of process Pi
is denoted as Ci sn where sn is called the index, or sequence number, of a checkpoint. Each process
takes checkpoints either at its own pace (basic checkpoints) or induced by some communication
pattern (forced checkpoints). We assume that each process Pi takes an initial basic checkpoint Ci 0
and that, for the sake of simplicity, basic checkpoints are taken by a periodic algorithm. We use the
notation next(Ci sn) to indicate the successive checkpoint, taken by Pi , after Ci sn. A checkpoint
interval Ii sn is the set of events between Ci sn and next(Ci sn ). Checkpoints are ordered by a
relation of precedence, denoted !C , and de ned as follows:

Denition 2.2 A checkpoint Ci h precedes a checkpoint Cj k , denoted Ci h !C Cj k , i:

9ei l 2 Ii g 9ej m 2 Ij a

: (g  h) ^ (a < k) ^ (ei l ! ej m )

More simply, a checkpoint Ci h precedes a checkpoint Cj k if there is a causal path of messages
starting after Ci h and ending before Cj k .
A global checkpoint C is a set of local checkpoints fC1 sn1 C2 sn2 : : : Cn snn g one for each process.

Denition 2.3 A global checkpoint C = fC1 sn1 C2 sn2 : : : Cn snn g is consistent i

8i j 2 1 n] : i 6= j ) :(Ci sni !C Cj snj )
In the following, we denote with Csn a global checkpoint formed by checkpoints with sequence
number sn and use the term consistent global checkpoint Csn and recovery line Lsn interchangeably.

3 The Relation of Equivalence
In this section, we rst recall a classical index-based algorithm showing the basic rules to generate a
recovery line Lsn . After introducing the equivalence relation, we point out the new data structures
and processes actions, required by an index-based algorithm, to track such a relation on-the-y.
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3.1 How to Form a Recovery Line Lsn
The simplest way to form a recovery line is, each time a basic checkpoint Ci sn is taken by process
Pi , to start an explicit coordination. This coordination results in a recovery line Lsn associated to
Ci sn. This strategy induces n ; 1 forced checkpoints (one for each process) per basic checkpoint.
Briatico at al. 2] argued that the previous \centralized" strategy can be \decentralized" in a lazy
fashion by piggybacking on each application message m the index sn of the last checkpoint taken
(denoted m:sn).
Let us assume each process Pi has a variable sni which represents the sequence number of the
last checkpoint. Then, the Briatico-Ciuoletti-Simoncini (BCS) algorithm can be sketched by using
the following rules associated with the action to take a local checkpoint:
:
When a basic checkpoint is scheduled:
sni sni + 1
a checkpoint Ci sni is taken

take-basic(BCS)

:
Upon the receipt of a message m

take-forced(BCS)

if sni < m:sn
then sni m:sn

a checkpoint Ci m:sn is taken
the message is processed
By using the above rules, it has been proved that the set of checkpoints with the same sequence
number sn is a recovery line Lsn 2]. Note that, due to the rule take-forced(BCS), there could be
some gap in the index assigned to checkpoints by a process. Hence, if a process has not assigned
the index sn, the rst local checkpoint of the process with sequence number greater than sn can
be included in the recovery line Lsn.
Each time a basic checkpoint is taken, sn is increased by one and the process starts a lazy
coordination to build the recovery line Lsn. In the worst case, the number of forced checkpoints
induced by a basic one is n ; 1. In the best case, if all processes take a basic checkpoint at the same
physical time, the number of forced checkpoints per basic one is zero. However, in an autonomous
and heterogeneous environment, periods of basic checkpoints in distinct processes are not related
and, in any case, they would tend to diverge due to many causes (clock speed, process speed,
temperature etc.). This pushes the sequence numbers of some processes higher and each time one
of such processes sends a message to another one, it is likely that a number of forced checkpoints,
close to n ; 1, will be induced.
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From the above discussion, it follows that, the cause of the forced checkpoints is the increasing of
the sequence number done in the take-basic(BCS) rule whenever a basic checkpoint is scheduled.
So, in the next subsection we introduce an equivalence relation, de ned on pairs of successive
checkpoints of a process, which allows the recovery line to advance without increasing its sequence
number.

3.2 Equivalence Between Checkpoints
Denition 3.1 Two local checkpoints Ci sn and next(Ci sn) of process Pi are equivalent with respect
to the recovery line Lsn (including Ci sn), denoted Ci sn sn next(Ci sn), if
L

8Cj sn 2 Lsn
L

: j 6= i ) :(Cj sn !C next(Ci sn))
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Figure 1: Examples of Pairs of Equivalent Checkpoints.
As an example, consider the recovery line Lsn depicted in Figure 1.a, where checkpoints are
depicted by thick crosses and arrows between processes represent messages. If in I2 sn process P2
executes either send events or receive events of messages which have been sent from the left side
of Lsn, then C2 sn sn next(C2 sn ) and a recovery line L sn can be created by replacing C2 sn with
next(C2 sn) from Lsn. Figure 1.b shows the construction of the recovery line L sn starting from
L sn by using the equivalence between C1 sn and next(C1 sn) with respect to L sn. Hence we can
say, Ci sn is not equivalent to next(Ci sn) with respect to Lsn if at least one message is sent from
the right side of Lsn and is received by Pi in Ii sn.
From the above examples, a simple property follows:
L

0

00

0

0

Property 3.1
If Ci sn snnext(Ci sn) then Lsn = Lsn-fCi sng fnext(Ci sn)g is a recovery line.
L

0
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Proof If Ci sn snnext(Ci sn), as Lsn is a recovery line including Ci sn, then 8Cj sn 2 Lsn : j 6=
L

i

) :(Cj sn !C next(Ci sn)), so the set of local checkpoints Lsn ; fCi sng fnext(Ci sn)g is a
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consistent one (see De nition 2.3).

Hence, if a process detects a pair of equivalent checkpoints, it can advance the recovery line
without updating its sequence number. With this aim, in the next subsection we show what a
process needs to track pairs of equivalent checkpoints.

3.3 Sequence and Equivalence Numbers of a Recovery line
Suppose process Pi owns two local variables: sni and eni . The variable sni stores the number of
the current recovery line. The variable eni represents the number of equivalent local checkpoints
with respect to the current recovery line (both sni and eni are initialized to zero).
Let us denote as Ci sn en the checkpoint of Pi with the sequence number sn and the equivalence
number en the pair < sn en > is also called the index of a checkpoint. Thus, the initial checkpoint
of process Pi will be denoted as Ci 0 0 . The index of a checkpoint is updated according to the
following rule:

if Ci sn en snnext(Ci sn en) then next(Ci sn en) = Ci sn en+1 else next(Ci sn en) = Ci sn+1 0
L

Process Pi also has a vector EQi of n integers. The j {th entry of the vector represents the
knowledge of Pi about the equivalence number of Pj with the current sequence number sni (thus
the i{th entry corresponds to eni ).
EQi is updated according to the following rule: each application message m sent by process Pi
piggybacks the current sequence number sni (m:sn) and the current EQi vector (m:EQ). Upon
the receipt of a message m at process Pi , if m:sn = sni, EQi is updated from m:EQ by taking a
component-wise maximum. If m:sn > sni , the values in m:EQ and m:sn are copied in EQi and
sni (2 ). An example of the updating of the vector EQ is shown in Figure 2. Message m brings to
P1 the information about the increasing of the equivalence number of P2 .
Let us remark that the set j Cj sn EQij ] is a recovery line (a formal proof of this property is
given in Theorem 4.8). So, to the knowledge of Pi , the vector EQi actually represents the most
recent recovery line with sequence number sni .
0
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3.4 Tracking the Equivalence Relation On-The-Fly
When considering an index-based algorithm, as the one presented in Section 3.1, we have to de ne
which type of checkpoint plays a role in the equivalence relation. The events inuencing the
The vector EQ can be seen as a vector timestamp 11] when considering checkpoints with the same sequence
number sn as relevant events of a distributed computation.
2
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Figure 2: Upon the Receipt of m , P1 Detects C1 sn 0 sn next(C1 sn 0).
L

0

detection of the equivalence are: the arrival of a message (which enlarge the knowledge about the
causal past of a process) and the event of taking a basic checkpoint.

Upon the arrival of a message m at Pi in the checkpoint interval Ii sn en: one of the

following three cases is true:

1) (m:sn < sni ) or ((m:sn = sni) and (8j m:EQj ] < EQi j ]))
% m has been sent from the left side of the recovery line j Cj sn EQij ] %
2) (m:sn = sni ) and (9j : m:EQj ]  EQi j ])
% m has been sent from the right side of the recovery line j Cj sn EQij ] %
3) (m:sn > sni )
% m has been sent from the right side of a recovery line of which Pi was not aware
%
8
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A message m which falls in case 3) directs Pi to take a forced checkpoint Ci m:sn 0(3 ). So, the
only interesting cases for tracking the equivalence are 1) and 2).

At the time of the basic checkpoint next(Ci sn en): Pi falls in one of the following two
alternatives:

(i) If no message is received in Ii sn en that falls in case 2, then Ci sn en sn next(Ci sn en). That
equivalence can be tracked by a process using its local context at the time of the checkpoint
next(Ci sn en). Thus next(Ci sn en) = Ci sn en+1 (the equivalence between C2 sn 0 snnext(C2 sn 0),
shown in Figure 2, is an example of such a behavior)
L

L

3

After taking a forced checkpoint, message m falls in case 2) with respect to the checkpoint interval Ii m:sn 0 .
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(ii) If there exists at least a message m received in Ii sn en which falls in case 2, one checkpoint
belonging to the recovery line j Cj sn EQij ] precedes next(Ci sn en) (this communication
pattern is shown in Figure 2 where, j Cj sn EQ1j ] = fC1 sn 0 C2 sn 0 C3 sn 0 g and due to m,
C2 sn 0 !C next(C1 sn 0)). The consequence is that process Pi cannot determine, at the time
of taking the basic checkpoint next(Ci sn en), if Ci sn en is equivalent to next(Ci sn en) with respect to some recovery line. As an example, in Figure 2 process P1 cannot determine if C1 sn 0
is equivalent to next(C1 sn 0) with respect to some recovery line when taking next(C1 sn 0 ).
8
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To solve the problem raised in point (ii), two approaches can be pursued. If, at the time of the
basic checkpoint next(Ci sn en), the equivalence between Ci sn en and next(Ci sn en) is undetermined
then:

Pessimistic Approach. Process Pi assumes pessimistically next(Ci sn en) = Ci sn+1 0 even though

this determination could be revealed wrong in the future of the computation. Figure 2 shows a case
in which message m brings the information (encoded in m :EQ) to P1 that C2 sn 0 sn next(C2 sn 0 )
and that the recovery line was advanced, by P2 , from Lsn to L sn . In such a case, P1 can determine
C1 sn 0 is equivalent to next(C1 sn 0) with respect to L sn (4 ).
0

L

0

0

0

Optimistic Approach. Process Pi assumes optimistically (and provisionally) that Ci sn en is

equivalent to next(Ci sn en). So the index of next(Ci sn en) becomes < sn en + 1 >. As provisional
indices cannot be propagated in the system, if at the time of the rst send event after next(Ci sn en)
the equivalence is still undetermined, then next(Ci sn en) = Ci sn+1 0 (thus, sni = sni + 1, eni = 0,
and 8j : EQi j ] = 0). Otherwise, the provisional index becomes permanent. Figure 2 shows a case
0
in which C1 sn 0 sn next(C1 sn 0) and this is detected by Pi before sending m . After m is sent,
the index < sn 1 > of next(C1 sn 0 ) becomes permanent.
L

00

00

4 An Index-Based Checkpointing Algorithm
In this section we propose an index-based checkpointing algorithm that follows an optimistic approach. The algorithm is based also on other two "practical" observations with the aim to reduce
the total number of checkpoints. The rst comes from the Manivannan-Singhal algorithm 10] and
will be explained in the following subsection. The second observation is shown in Subsection 4.2.
A simple implementation of the pessimistic approach requires each process Pi to be endowed with a boolean
variable equivi . Pi sets equivi to TRUE each time a new checkpoint interval Ii sn 0 starts and equivi is set to FALSE
whenever a message m such that m:sn = sn is received in Ii sn 0 . Upon scheduling next(Ci sn 0 ), if :(equivi ) then
next(Ci sn 0 ) = Ci sn+1 0 . This implementation does not require to piggyback the vector EQ.
4
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4.1 The Manivannan-Singhal Algorithm
To reduce the number of checkpoints, an interesting observation comes from the ManivannanSinghal algorithm 10] which has been designed for non-autonomous distributed systems.

Observation 4.1 There is no reason to take a basic checkpoint if at least one forced checkpoint
has been taken during the interval between two scheduled basic checkpoints.

So, let us assume process Pi has a ag skipi which indicates if at least one forced checkpoint
is taken in the current checkpoint period (this ag is set to FALSE each time a basic checkpoint
is scheduled, and set to TRUE each time a forced checkpoint is taken). A version of ManivannanSinghal (MS) algorithm, derived from the BCS one, well suited for autonomous environment can
be sketched by the following rules:
:
When a basic checkpoint is scheduled:
if skipi then skipi = FALSE
else sni sni + 1
a checkpoint Ci sni is taken

take-basic(MS)

:
Upon the receipt of a message m:

take-forced(MS)

if sni < m:sn
then sni m:sn
skipi

TRUE 
a checkpoint Ci m:sn is taken

the message is processed

4.2 The Algorithm
The checkpointing algorithm we propose (BQF) consists of three rules take-basic(BQF),
take-forced(BQF) and send-message(BQF) as it follows an optimistic approach.

. It is similar to take-basic(MS) rule. However, it does not update the sequence

take-basic(BQF)

number by optimistically assuming that each basic checkpoint is equivalent to the previous one.
Hence, each process Pi has a boolean variable provisionali which is set to TRUE whenever a
provisional index assignment occurs. It is set to FALSE whenever the index becomes permanent.
So we have:
10

:
When a basic checkpoint is scheduled:
if skipi then skipi = FALSE 
else eni eni + 1
Take a checkpoint C with a provisional index < sni eni >
provisionali TRUE 

take-basic(BQF)

. Due to the presence of provisional indices caused by the equivalence relation,

send-message(BQF)

our algorithm needs an additional rule, when sending a message, in order to disseminate only
permanent indices of checkpoints. Let us then assume each process Pi has a boolean variable
after first sendi which is set to TRUE if at least one send event has occurred in the current
checkpoint interval. It is set to FALSE each time a checkpoint is taken. The actions of the rule
send-message(BQF) are the following:
:
Before sending a message m in Ii sni eni :
if :(after first sendi) and provisionali then
if :(Ci sni eni 1 sn Ci sni eni )
then sni sni + 1 eni 0 8j EQi j ] 0
the index < sni eni > of the last checkpoint becomes permanent
provisionali FALSE 
EQii] eni
the message m is sent piggybacking sni and EQi 

send-message(BQF)

L

;

take-forced(BQF)

. The last rule of our algorithm take-forced(BQF) re nes BCS's one by using

a simple observation.

Observation 4.2 Upon the receipt of a message m in Ii sni eni such that m:sn > sni, there is no
reason to take a forced checkpoint if there has been no send event in Ii sni eni .

Indeed, no !C relation can be established between the last checkpoint Ci sni eni and any checkpoint belonging to the recovery line Lm:sn and, thus, the index of Ci sni eni can be replaced permanently with the index < m:sn 0 > (5 ).
The Observation 4.2 has been used for the rst time by Wang in 16] to develop the Fixed-Dependency-After-Send
checkpointing algorithm. This model-based algorithm was designed to ensure the rollback-dependency trackability
(RDT) property to a checkpoint and communication pattern. i.e., if there is a dependency between two checkpoints
5
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:
Upon the receipt of a message m in Ii sni eni :

take-forced(BQF)

case

sni < m:sn and after first sendi !
/* part (a) */
a forced checkpoint Ci m:sn 0 is taken and its index is permanent
sni m:sn eni 0 skipi TRUE  provisionali FALSE 
8j EQij] m:EQj]
/* part (b) */
sni < m:sn and :(after first sendi ) !
the index of the last checkpoint Ci sni eni is replaced permanently with < m:sn 0 >
sni m:sn eni 0 provisionali FALSE 
8j EQij] m:EQj]
sni = m:sn !
/* part (c) */
8j EQij] max(m:EQj] EQi j])

end case

the message m is processed

For example, in Figure 3.a, the local checkpoint C3 sn en3 can belong to the recovery line Lsn+1
(so the index < sn en3 > can be replaced with < sn +1 0 >) given that process P3 did not send any
message between C3 sn en3 and the receipt of message m, so no causal path of messages starts after
C3 sn en3 , and consequently, no !C relation has been established with other checkpoints. On the
contrary, due to the send event of message m in I3 sn en3 depicted in Figure 3.b, a forced checkpoint
with index < sn + 1 0 > has to be taken before the processing of message m. In this case, as P3
issued a message, there could be a !C relation between C3 sn en3 and other checkpoints.
Part (b) of take-forced(BQF) decreases the number of forced checkpoints compared to BCS.
The then alternative of send-message(BQF) represents the cases in which the action to take a
basic checkpoint leads to update the sequence number with the consequent induction of forced
checkpoints in other processes.
0

4.3 Data Structures and Process Behavior
We assume each process Pi has the following data structures:
sni, eni : integer
after first sendi , skipi, provisionali: boolean
pasti presenti EQi : ARRAY1,n] of integer.
due to a "non-causal" sequence of messages, then there must exist a causal sequence of messages which establishes
the same dependency.
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Figure 3: Upon the Receipt of m, C3 sn en3 can be Part of Lsn+1 (a) C3 sn en3 Cannot Belong to
Lsn+1 (b).

presentij ] represents the maximum equivalence number enj sent by Pj and received by Pi in the

current checkpoint interval, and piggybacked on a message that falls in the case 2 of Section 3.4.
Upon taking a checkpoint or when updating the sequence number, all the entries of presenti are
initialized to -1. If the checkpoint is basic, presenti is copied in pasti before its initialization. Each
time a message m is received such that pasti h] < m:EQh], pastih] is set to -1. So, the predicate
(9h : pasti h] > ;1) indicates that there is a message received in the past checkpoint interval that
has been sent from the right side of the recovery line currently seen by Pi (case 2 of Section 3.4).
Below the process behavior is shown (the procedures and the message handler are executed
in atomic fashion). This implementation assumes that there exists at most one provisional index
in each process. So each time two successive provisional indices are detected, the rst index is
permanently replaced with < sni + 1 0 >.
init Pi :
sni := 0 eni := 0 after first sendi := FALSE skipi := FALSE provisionali := FALSE
h EQih] := 0 h pasti h] := 1 h presentih] := 1
8

8

;

when m arrives at Pi
if

m:sn > sni

begin
if

from

8

;

Pj :

then

%

after first sendi

Pi

is not aware of the recovery line with sequence number

m:sn

%

then

begin

take a checkpoint

% taking a forced checkpoint %

skipi := TRUE 
after first sendi := FALSE 
end

sni := m:sn eni := 0

assign the index < sni eni > to the last taken checkpoint
provisionali := FALSE 
h pasti h] := 1 h presentih] :=

8

;

8

% the index is permanent %

1

;
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presentij ] := m:EQj ]
h EQih] := m:EQh]
8

end

m:sn = sni

else if

then

begin

presentij ] < m:EQj ] then presentij ] := m:EQj ]
h EQih] := max(EQi h] m:EQh])
h if pasti h] < m:EQh] then pasti h] := 1

if

% a component-wise maximum is performed %

8
8

;

end

process the message m
when Pi

sends

provisionali

if

^

data to Pj :

(9h : pasti h] > ;1) then

% last checkpoint not equivalent to the previous one %

begin

sni := sni + 1 eni := 0

assign the index < sni eni > to the last taken checkpoint
provisionali := FALSE 
h pasti h] := 1 h presentih] :=

8

;

8

1

;

8

% the index is permanent %

h EQi h] := 0

end

m:content = data m:sn := sni m:EQ := EQi
send (m) to Pj 
after first sendi := TRUE 

when

skipi

if

a basic checkpoint is scheduled from
then

skipi := FALSE

% packet the message %

Pi :
% the basic checkpoint is skipped as in 10]%

else
begin
if

provisionali then
h : pasti h] >

if (9

% two successive provisional indices %
;

1) then

% last checkpoint not equivalent to the previous one %

begin

h pasti h] := 1
sni := sni + 1 eni := 0
assign the index < sni eni > to the last taken checkpoint
h EQih] := 0
8

;

% the index is permanent %

8

end
else

8

h pasti h] := presentih]

% last checkpoint is equivalent to the previous one %

take a checkpoint

% taking a basic checkpoint %

eni := eni + 1
EQii] := eni 

assign the index < sni eni > to the last taken checkpoint

provisionali := TRUE 
h presentih] := 1
after first sendi := FALSE 
8

% the index is provisional %

;

end

4.4 Correctness Proof
We want to prove that at any time the set j Cj sn EQij ] is a recovery line. At this aim, let us
introduce the following simple observations and lemmas:
8
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Observation 4.3 For any checkpoint Ci sn 0, there does not exist any message m with m:sn  sn

such that receive(m) 2 Ii sn0 en with sn < sn (this observation derives from rule take-forced(BQF)
when considering Ci sn 0 is the rst checkpoint with sequence number sn).
0

Observation 4.4 For any message m sent by Pi in Ii sn en or in a later checkpoint interval, then
m:sn  sn (this observation derives from the rule send-message(BQF)).

Observation 4.5 Let us consider a causal message chain  = (mf : : : ml ). We have ml :sn 

mf :sn (this observation follows from the rules take-forced(BQF) and send-message(BQF)).

Lemma 4.6 For any pair of checkpoints (Ci sn en Cj sn 0) the following predicate holds:

:(Ci sn en !C Cj sn

0

)

Proof Suppose by the way of contradiction, that Ci sn en !C Cj sn 0. In this case, there exits

a causal message chain  starting after Ci sn 0 whose message ml is received by Pj in Ij sn00 en
(with sn < sn). Due to Observation 4.4 and Observation 4.5, ml :sn  sn and this contradicts
Observation 4.3
2
00

Lemma 4.7

Let i, j and k be three integers, at any given time for a pair of checkpoints (Ci sn EQki] Cj sn EQkj ])
the following predicate holds:
:(Ci sn EQki] !C Cj sn EQkj])

Proof Suppose by the way of contradiction that there exists a causal message chain  such that:
Ci sn EQki] !C Cj sn EQkj]

(P )

Four cases have to be considered:
1) if i = j predicate P contradicts De nition 2.2
2) if (k = i) ^ (i 6= j ):

 if EQij] = 0, Lemma 4.6 is contradicted
 if EQij] > 0 then (i) Cj sn EQi j is equivalent to Cj sn EQi j

and (ii) there exists a causal
message chain  which brings to Pi the information of that equivalence in the current checkpoint interval Ii sn EQii] (see Section 3.3). From De nition 3.1, Cj sn EQij ] can be equivalent
to Cj sn EQij ] 1 only if EQj i] > EQi i]. The latter is a contradiction to the fact that the
current equivalence number of Pi is EQi i]. This case is shown in Figure 4.a.
 ]

 ];1

0

;

3) if (k = j ) ^ (i 6= j ):
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 if EQj j] = 0, Lemma 4.6 is contradicted
 if EQj j] > 0 then Cj sn EQj j is equivalent to Cj sn EQj j

. Let eni be the value stored in
EQj i]. From the rule send-message(BQF), an equivalence number is stored in EQ only when
the index is permanent. This means that in the interval between the checkpoint Cj sn EQj j ]
and the send of rst message m, there must exist a causal message chain  starting after
a checkpoint Ci sn en (with en > eni ) and ending in Ij sn EQj j ] before the sending of m. In
such a case the previous equivalence holds. Due to the rules to update the vector EQ (see
Section 3.3), after the receipt of the last message of  , the value stored in EQj i] is en. This
contradicts the fact that the value stored in EQj i] is eni . This case is shown in Figure 4.b.
 ]

 ];1

0

0

C

k sn EQk k]

P

k

P
P

C

j sn EQi j ]

j

i





C

P

j



0

P

i

C

m

j sn EQj j ]

C

i sn EQi i]


C

i sn EQj i]

(a)

C

P

j



0

P

i

i sn en

C

00



0

i sn EQk i]

(b)



j sn EQk j ]

C

i sn en

(c)

Figure 4: Proof of Lemma 4.7.
4) if (k 6= i) ^ (k 6= j ) ^ (i 6= j ):

 if EQkj] = 0, Lemma 4.6 is contradicted
 if EQk j] > 0 then Cj sn EQk j is equivalent to Cj sn EQk j

. Let eni be the value stored in
EQk i]. Due to the initial assumption in order that the equivalence be veri ed, there must
exist (i) a causal message chain  starting after a checkpoint Ci sn en (with en > eni ) and
ending in Ij sn EQkj ] and (ii) a causal message chain  starting after the receipt of the last
message of  which brings the information of the equivalence to Pk . Due to the rules to
update the vector EQ (see Section 3.3), the value stored in EQk i] is en. This contradicts
the fact that the value stored in EQk i] is eni . This case is shown in Figure 4.c.
 ]

 ];1

0

00

0

In all cases the assumption (P) leads to a contradiction. Then the claim follows.

Theorem 4.8 At any given time the set S =

2

j Cj sn EQij ] is a recovery line.

8

Proof The proof follows from Lemma 4.7 applied to any distinct pair of checkpoints in S and
2

from the De nition 2.3.
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Remark. Note that each local checkpoint produced by the algorithm belongs to, at least, one

recovery line. In particular, Ci sn en = next(Ci sn0 en0 ) with sn > sn belongs to all recovery lines
having sequence number sn such that sn < sn  sn. So, according to the nomenclature
introduced by Netzer and Xu in 12], the algorithm does not produce useless checkpoints (i.e.,
checkpoints that cannot be a part of a recovery line).
0

00

0

00

5 A Performance Study
5.1 The Simulation Model
The simulation compares BCS (see Section 3.1), MS (see Section 4.1) and the proposed algorithm
(BQF described in Subsection 4.3) in an uniform point-to-point environment in which each process
can send a message to any other process and the destination of each message is an uniformly
distributed random variable. We assume a system with n = 8 processes, each process executes
internal, send and receive operations with probability pi = 0:8, ps = 0:1 and pr = 0:1, respectively.
The time to execute an operation in a process is exponentially distributed with mean value equal to
1 time units. The time for taking a checkpoint, Tckpt is 10 time units. The the message propagation
time is exponentially distributed with mean value 10 time units for all the algorithms.
We also consider a bursted point-to-point environment in which a process with probability pb =
0:1 enters a burst state and then executes only internal and send events (with probability pi = 0:8,
ps = 0:2 respectively) for B checkpoint interval (when B = 0 we have the uniform point-to-point
environment described above).
Basic checkpoints are taken periodically. Let bcf (basic checkpoint frequency) be the percentage
of the ratio t=T where t is the time elapsed between two successive periodic checkpoints and T is
the total execution time. For example, bcf= 100% means that only the initial local checkpoint is a
basic one, while bcf= 0.1% means that each process takes 1000 basic checkpoints.
We also consider a degree of heterogeneity among processes H . For example, H = 0% (resp.
H = 100%) means all processes have the same checkpoint period t = 100 (resp. t = 10), H = 25%
(resp. H = 75%) means 25% (resp. 75%) of processes have the checkpoint period t = 10 while the
remaining 75% (resp. 25%) has a checkpoint period t = 100.
A rst series of simulation experiments were conducted by varying bcf from 0:1% to 100% and
we measured (a) the ratio Tot between the total number of checkpoints taken by an algorithm and
the total number of checkpoints taken by BCS and (b) the average number of checkpoints F forced
by each basic checkpoint.
In a second series of experiments we varied the degree of heterogeneity H of the processes and
then we measured (c) the ratio E between the total number of checkpoints taken by BQF and MS.
Each simulation run contains 8000 message deliveries and for each value of bcf and H , we did
17

several simulation runs with dierent seeds and the result were within 4% of each other, thus,
variance is not reported in the plots.

5.2 Results of the Experiments
5.2.1 Total Number of Forced Checkpoints
Figure 5 shows the ratio Tot of MS and BQF in an uniform point-to-point environment. For small
values of bcf (below 1.0%), there are only few send and receive events in each checkpoint interval,
leading to high probability of equivalence between checkpoints. Thus BQF saves from 2% to 10%
of checkpoints compared to MS. As the value of bcf is higher than 1.0%, MS and BQF takes the
same number of checkpoints as the probability that two checkpoints are equivalent tends to zero.
An important point lies in the plot of the average number of forced checkpoints per basic one taken
by MS and BQF shown in Figure 7. For small value of bcf, BQF induces up to 70% less than MS.
The reduction of the total number of checkpoints and of the ratio F is ampli ed by the bursted
environment (Figure 6 and Figure 8) in which the equivalences between checkpoints on processes
running in the burst mode are disseminated to the other processes causing other equivalences. In
this case, for all values of bcf, BQF saves from a 7% to 18% checkpoints compared to MS, and
induces up to 77% less than MS.

5.2.2 Heterogeneous Environment
The low values of F shown by BQF suggested that its performance could be particularly good in a
heterogeneous environment in which there are some processes with a shorter checkpointing period.
These processes would push higher the sequence number leading to a very high checkpointing
overhead using either MS or BCS.
In Figure 9, the ratio E as a function of the degree of heterogeneity H of the system is shown in
the case of uniform (B = 0) and bursted point-to-point environment (B = 2). The best performance
(about 30% less checkpointing overhead than MS) are obtained when H = 12:5% (i.e., when only
one process has a checkpoint frequency ten times greater than the others) and B = 2.
In Figure 10 we show the ratio Tot as a function of bcf in the case of B = 2 and H = 12:5% which
is the environment where BQF got the maximum gain (see Figure 9). Due to the heterogeneity,
bcf is in the range between 1% and 10% of the slowest processes. We would like to remark that in
all the range the checkpointing overhead of BQF is constantly around 30% less than MS.

5.2.3 Rollback Recovery
We measured the average amount of the undone computation UE , in terms of number of events,
(i.e., the rollback distance) after the occurrence of a failure of a process. UE is evaluated without
18
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Figure 5: Tot vs. bcf in the Uniform Point-to-Point Environment (B = 0).
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Figure 6: Tot vs. bcf in the Bursted Point-to-Point Environment (B = 2).
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Figure 7: F vs. bcf in the Uniform Point-to-Point Environment (B = 0).
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Figure 8: F vs. bcf in the Bursted Point-to-Point Environment (B = 2).
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Figure 9: E vs. Heterogeneity in both the Uniform Point-to-Point Environment (B = 0) and the
Bursted Point-to-Point Environment (B = 2).
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Figure 10: Tot vs. bcf of the Slowest Processes in a Bursted Point-to-Point Environment (B = 2)
with H = 12:5%.
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simulating the rollback phase but considering the amount of undone events as it can be seen by an
omniscient observer of the system. In particular, each time a process fails, the observer individuates
the most recent recovery line of the application and counts the number of events undone to rollback
to that recovery line6.
The closest recovery line to the end of the computation is build as follows: the failed process
restarts its computation from its last checkpoint, say A, forcing the other processes to rollback to
the recovery line to which A belongs, say Lsn.
During the rollback phase, in MS and BCS, if the checkpoint with sequence number sn does
not exists a process rolls back to the rst checkpoint with sequence number greater than sn, if any,
otherwise no rollback action is required for that process.
In BQF, if the index of A is not permanent, the index is replaced with < sn + 1 0 > and the
computation is restarted from the recovery line Lsn+1. Otherwise, each process rolls back to the
most recent checkpoint with the sequence number sn (i.e., the one with the higher equivalence
number). If such a checkpoint does not exists, the process rolls back to the rst checkpoint with
permanent index < sn 0 > such that sn > sn.
Simulation experiments were conducted in the uniform point-to-point environment. In Figure
11, UE as a function of bcf is shown. Given the large checkpointing overhead of BCS during
failure-free computations (see Figure 5), the recovery line is closest, on the average, to the end of
the computation compared to BQF and MS. As an example in the case of bcf = 2:5% (i.e., 40 basic
checkpoints for each process), BQF and MS takes about 80% less forced checkpoints compared
to BCS as depicted in Figure 5 while BCS's UE is 70% less than BQF and MS (see Figure 11).
This points out an evident tradeo between UE and the checkpointing overhead in failure free
computation.
This behavior is con rmed by plots shown in Figure 12 in an environment whose heterogeneity
degree is 12:5% and bcf varies from 1% to 10% of the slowest processes. As an example, if bcf = 1%
then MS's UE is 30% less than BQF while BQF saves about 35% of checkpoints compared to MS
(see Figure 10).
0

0

5.2.4 Total Overhead Analysis
In this section we introduce a function OH (Nf ) which quanti es the total overhead added to the
computation by checkpointing and recovery as a function of the number Nf of failures that occur
during an execution. We study the behavior of the function OH in BCS, MS and BQF by varying
the number of failures of the computation during an execution.
We do not introduce a recovery scheme for our checkpointing algorithm, however, we would like to remark that
recovery schemes such as the one presented in 10], can be easily adapted to the BQF algorithm when considering
the presence of provisional indices.
6
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Figure 11: UE vs. bcf in the Uniform Point-to-Point Environment (B = 0 and H = 0%).
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Figure 12: UE vs. bcf in the Uniform Point-to-Point Environment (B = 0 and H = 12:5%).
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Figure 13: OH/(OH of BCS) vs. Nf in the Uniform Point-to-Point Environment (B = 0 and
H = 12:5%).
The total overhead due to checkpointing can be expressed by the product NckptTckpt where Nckpt
is the total number of checkpoints taken during a failure free execution and Tckpt is the average
time spent in a checkpoint operation.
The average overhead due to a single failure (as it can be seen by the external observer of the
system) can be expressed by the sum of two terms. The rst term is the product UC  Tckpt where
UC is the average number of checkpoints that are undone due to a rollback. The second term is the
product UE  Tev where Tev is the average event execution time. We have that the total recovery
overhead due to Nf failures is Nf (UC  Tckpt + UE  Tev ). By combining the checkpointing and the
recovery overhead we get:

OH (Nf ) = NckptTckpt + Nf (UC  Tckpt + UE  Tev )
Figure 13 shows OH/OH of BCS vs. the number of failures imposed during the execution.
These plots were obtained in a uniform point-to-point environment with heterogeneity H = 12:5%.
A total number of 80000 events were simulated.
The results show that the function OH of BQF is widely less than the one of BCS and MS. The
total overhead imposed by the three algorithms becomes comparable only for a very high failure
rate (in the order of 102 per an execution of 80000 events) which is extremely unlikely in real
distributed systems.
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6 Conclusion
Among the checkpointing algorithms, the index-based ones ensure the domino-free property to
a checkpoint and communication pattern with the smallest number of forced checkpoints. In this
paper we presented an index-based checkpointing algorithm, well suited for autonomous distributed
systems, that reduces the checkpointing overhead compared to previous index-based solutions. This
algorithm lies on an equivalence relation that allows the recovery line to advance without increasing
its sequence number.
The algorithm optimistically (and provisionally) assumes that a basic checkpoint C in a process
is equivalent to the previous one in the same process by assigning a provisional index. Hence, if at
the time of the rst send event after C that equivalence is veri ed, the provisional index becomes
permanent. Otherwise the index is increased, as in 2, 10], and this directs forced checkpoints in
other processes.
We presented a simulation study which quanti es the saving of checkpoints in dierent environments compared to previous proposals. The price to pay is each application message piggybacks
n + 1 integers as control information compared to one integer used by previous algorithms. We
also pointed out the eects of the saving of checkpoints on the recovery, and estimated the total
overhead due to the checkpointing and the recovery of our algorithm. These results show that the
total overhead imposed by our algorithm in an execution is less than that of previous algorithms.
Finally, let us remark that the equivalence relation between checkpoints provides actually a
framework that can be used to design e cient checkpoint timestamping mechanisms. Such mechanisms can be embedded in any checkpointing algorithm in order to slow down the process of
increasing of sequence numbers which is the primary cause of forced checkpoints.
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